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Latent Instrumental Variables




1. Similar to the LIV approach, the instruments defined by Lewbel (1997)
do not necessarily correspond to a ‘physical’ measure or an economic
theory, and can be considered as ‘nuisance’ (chapter 2).
2. A drawback of most of the methods proposed to solve for price endo-
geneity in market response models is that these methods are based on
rather strong assumptions on the nature of endogeneity, and are, there-
fore, expected to be limited in use (chapter 2).
3. All the parameters in the simple LIV model are identifiable as long as
the endogenous regressor has a non-normal distribution (chapter 3).
4. The LIV estimates for the regression parameters are consistent, regard-
less of the choice for m (chapters 3, 4, and 8).
5. The LIV approach can be used to investigate whether available ob-
served instrumental variables are valid (chapter 4).
6. The LIV estimate of the return to education is to be preferred over the
OLS and the classical IV estimates (chapter 5).
7. Family background instrumental variables in schooling applications are
most likely endogenous (chapter 5).
8. The Hausman-Taylor approach, which is used to solve for endogeneity
problems at level two, should be used with caution because its results
are seriously biased in the presence of endogeneity at level one (chapter
6).
9. The nonparametric Bayesian approach to model the distribution of the
latent instrument illustrates that the exact choice of m is not very im-
portant, but that estimating its value may yield efficiency advantages in
certain situations (chapter 7).
10. Omitted product attributes in a conjoint analysis study leads to biased
estimates for the part worth utilities, but correcting for it with instru-
mental variables methods is not straightforward.
11. It is incorrect to label the Latent Instrumental Variables (LIV) approach
as ‘latent’.
12. Increasing the amount of items in a choice set does not necessarily add
to the happiness of a consumer. A nice example is ordering your x-th
beer in an American bar, where x > 2.
13. Writing down a formulated theorem (‘stelling’) right away, is a clever
strategy.
14. It is possible in the USA to make a living out of suing others.
15. The duration of a game ‘Settlers of Catan’ is usually too short for the
law of large numbers to apply. But labeling the winner as a ‘geluksvo-
gel’ is typically not accepted.
